
THE CATEGORICAL IMPERATIVE

The categorical imperative (German: kategorischer Imperativ) is the central philosophical concept in the deontological
moral philosophy of Immanuel Kant.

But he does not condemn this side of practical reason, either. Respect for such laws could hardly be thought
valuable. For instance, I cannot engage in the normal pursuits that make up my own happiness, such as
playing piano, writing philosophy or eating delicious meals, unless I have developed some talents myself, and,
moreover, someone else has made pianos and written music, taught me writing, harvested foods and
developed traditions of their preparation. Rightness, on the standard reading of Kant, is not grounded in the
value of outcomes or character. Kant arrives at the idea that humans think these acts wrong because they
cannot will that others would do these things because it would mean the end of civilized life, perhaps even the
life of the actor contemplating the right way to behave. But calculation of means and ends must be supported
with a different type of reasoning -- moral reasoning. A person's actions determine her moral worth, but there
is more to this than merely seeing if the actions are right or wrong. Since Kant presents moral and prudential
rational requirements as first and foremost demands on our wills rather than on external acts, moral and
prudential evaluation is first and foremost an evaluation of the will our actions express. His reasoning seems to
go through the following steps. For instance, it does not seem to prevent me from regarding rationality as an
achievement and respecting one person as a rational agent in this sense, but not another. Firstly, insofar as we
are rational then we will he means to our ends. Bringing this back to Madoff, as Kant sees it he has to make a
basic decision: should I lie to investors to keep my operation afloat? It is the moral law and in fact none exists
even if only one can receive several formulations. The answer is no. Think back to your first job, whatever it
was. The overall theme is that to be a good person you must be good for goodness sake. This is not to say that
to be virtuous is to be the victor in a constant and permanent war with ineradicable evil impulses or
temptations. Unfortunately, he does not say in what sense. This would violate the categorical imperative,
because it denies the basis for there to be free rational action at all; it denies the status of a person as an end in
themselves. Therefore, a free will must be acting under laws that it gives to itself. The will itself, strictly
speaking, has no determining ground; insofar as it can determine choice, it is instead practical reason itself.
Hence, determination by natural laws is conceptually incompatible with being free in a negative sense. In the
latter case, the laws have no legitimate authority over those citizens. Authored by: James Brusseau. He took a
few losses early on, though, and faced the possibility of everyone just taking their cash and going home. The
Kingdom of Ends formulation has proved influential in contemporary debates especially in the political
philosophy of John Rawls. So, "Pay your taxes! Although Kant gives several examples in the Groundwork that
illustrate this principle, he goes on to describe in later writings, especially in The Metaphysics of Morals, a
complicated normative ethical theory for interpreting and applying the CI to human persons in the natural
world. His reasoning seems to be that if everyone were to adopt the maxim of false promising, trust would
break down to such an extent that one would no longer be able to make promises at all. Kant himself
repeatedly claimed that these arguments are merely analytic but that they do not establish that there is
anything that answers to the concepts he analyzes. Jesus may be understood here as maintaining that the
Golden Rule is to be employed in helping us identify what actions we ought to perform, and also, to justify
particular moral rules. In saying such wills are free from a practical point of view, he is saying that in
engaging in practical endeavors â€” trying to decide what to do, what to hold oneself and others responsible
for, and so on â€” one is justified in holding oneself to all of the principles to which one would be justified in
holding wills that are autonomous free wills. But they are not moral. So, the will operates according to a
universal law, though not one authored by nature, but one of which I am the origin or author. Kant is not
condemning hypothetical imperatives. We also need some account, based on this principle, of the nature and
extent of the specific moral duties that apply to us. We are motivated by the mere conformity of our will to
law as such. Secondly, generalize this maxim so that it is formulated as a universal law that determines the
behavior of all rational agents. The following are three considerations favoring a priori methods that he
emphasizes repeatedly. That would have the consequence that the CI is a logical truth, and Kant insists that it
is not or at least that it is not analytic. Thus, the difference between a horse and a taxi driver is not that we may
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use one but not the other as a means of transportation. This certainly would not comport well with the virtue
ethics form of teleology.


